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Create elegant and artistic ornaments that capture all the sparkle and joy of the holidays. 
Crystals seem to dance and play inside a clear glass world. Embossed holly leaves 
drape the orb for a festive touch. Learn one of my favorite techniques for creating a 
detailed foil pattern in polymer clay. The holidays are the perfect time to let your creative 
energies flow. Crafting your own ornaments is a wonderful way to create family 
heirlooms that are sure to be treasured for generations.  
 
You Will Need:  
 
FIMO® polymer clay in green and red, (white optional)* 
36 - 4mm bicone crystal beads in Light Siam* 
24 – PP 9 (2 mm) flatback fabric crystals in Light Siam* 
1 – 26 x 16mm Emerald crystal leaf pendant 
Lisa Pavelka Embossing Holly Leaf Cutters* 
54” inches of 28 gauge wire in Seafoam Green”* 
Silver polymer clay foil* 
Hi-Temp Polymer Clay Glue* 
Clear glass ornament from craft store 
Clay dedicated pasta machine with a “C” clamp 
Clay blade  
Packing tape 
Craft knife 
Wire nippers 
Tweezers 
Deli or parchment sheets 
1” section cut from a drinking straw 
Smooth ceramic tile for work/baking surface 
Oven thermometer 
 
Swarovski Crystals (4mm bicone beads, #6736 leaf pendant, and SS9 Hotfix flatback 
crystals, Lisa Pavelka Embossing Holly Leaf Cutter Set, Parawire craft wire, Lisa 
Pavelka Polymer Clay Foil in silver (from Expressions collection), Lisa Pavelka Poly 
Bonder glue,  

Inside the Ornament: 

Step 1:  Bend a small loop into one end of the wire. Add all of the crystals onto the wire. 
Twist another loop into the opposite end of the wire to secure crystals.  

Step 2: Starting at the end farthest from the crystals, bend 1 – 1.5” inches of the wire in 
any shape (loops, spirals around a toothpick, etc.) you desire. Slide a crystal from the 
opposite end of the wire, until it meets up with the section you just shaped. Repeat this 
step until you have shaped the wire at 1 – 1.5” inch intervals along the wire, capturing 
crystals all along the length. Cut any excess wire with nippers and form a loop in the 
trimmed end to prevent crystals from falling off. 



Step 3: Remove the metal cap from the ornament. Caution, the edges of the glass top 
may be sharp! Feed the wire into the ornament and replace the lid.  

Clay Elements 

Step 1: Prepare all clays by thorough conditioning. Knead by hand for a minute or two, 
or roll through the pasta machine on the largest setting until smooth. Start with the 
lightest colors first.  

Step 2: Roll out 4 balls of green clay through the 4th largest setting of the pasta machine. 
Place on a piece of deli/parchment paper before setting on tile. Apply the foil to the clay 
following the package directions or view this video tutorial on applying my foil on clay: 

Lisa Pavelka Clay Foil Video Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuiEl5269xA 

(Note: For a more advanced version-as shown-create clay slices from a gradient white 
and green bull’s eye millefiori cane following the directions ahead. Cut eight 1/8” thick 
slices and roll out until slightly larger than the leaf cutter. Foil each slice and proceed 
with all steps that follow to complete the leaves.    

Step 3: Use the large holly leaf cutter to cut out and emboss eight leaves from the foiled 
clay, rolling and foiling more clay if needed. Read product directions for additional tips on 
working the clay foils and cutters.  

Step 4: Lightly burnish (rub) a piece of packing tape over each foiled leaf and peel away. 
This will leave the silver foil in relief along the vein lines. Repeat this step once more to 
clean any tiny flecks of foil that remain on the surface of the clay for a crisper, cleaner 
look.  

Bonus! Don’t throw the first layer of tape away. Burnish these onto contrasting colored 
card stock or address labels. They make great borders, photo corners and stickers for 
use with your paper and scrapbook projects. Use scrapbook punches to make wonderful 
embellishments out of these repurposed scraps!  

Step 5: When you have eight leaves prepared, glue the first four around the Metal edge 
of the ornament using the bonding glue. Align these at every 90° degrees. Think about 
the arrangement North East West & South on a compass or the hours of 12, 3, 6, and 9 
on a clock.  

Step 6: Glue the remaining four leaves in between the first four. These will overlap 
slightly on top of the first set of leaves, giving a lovely dimensional scallop effect.  

Step 7. Roll out the Ruby clay on the 5th largest setting of the pasta machine. Punch out 
24 clay circles using the piece of drinking straw. If the clay sticks inside, use a toothpick 
to poke it out.  

Step 8: Roll each cutout into balls and press 3 of them over the juncture of every holly 
leaf to create the “berries.”  



Step 9: Position and press a light Siam crystal into each berry.  

Step 10: Roll out 1 / 4 ball of green clay into a ball. Flatten with your fingers.  Cut a slit in 
the center. Apply a very small amount of glue over the exposed metal of the lid. Position 
the green clay disc over the hanger of the ornament and smooth down against the lid 
and edges with your fingertips. Optional: you can texture the clay with the dull edge of 
the craft knife or with a ball tip stylus.  

Step 11: Roll another 1 / 4 ball of green clay and flatten slightly. Bend a ½” long piece of 
wire or a paper clip into a small “u” shape with a tail on either end.  Cut a slit into the 
center of the clay disc, slip the “U” shaped wire through it, leaving the tails buried in the 
clay disc and glue to the bottom of the ornament. Texture if desired.  

 
 

Diagram A  
 

Step 12: Bake the ornament for 25 minutes in a preheated 265°F degree oven. You can 
suspend the ornament on the top of an empty metal can to protect the clay from marring 
while it bakes. When cool, attach the crystal leaf with a silver jump ring. For added 
security, gently pry the clay off the bottom of the ornament and re-attach with two-part 
epoxy. Attach the crystal 24 hours after gluing.  

How to Make a Skinner Blend (Gradient) Bull’s Eye Cane 

Step 1. Cut a 3” x 4.5” template from an index card. Use the template to cut out two 
rectangles: one of green and one of white from clay rolled through the largest setting of 
the pasta machine.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diagram B 
 
Step 2. Cut each rectangle diagonally with the clay blade as shown in Diagram B.  
 
Step 3. Stack the white triangles, one over the other, so that they form one single 
triangle of double thickness. Repeat this with the green clay.  
 



Step 4: Press the stacked triangles back together to form a square as illustrated in 
Diagram A. Run the clay square through the pasta machine on the largest setting. It’s 
important to remember that the edge with two or more colors should be parallel to the 
rollers.  
 
Step 5. Fold the flattened rectangle in half. Place the folded edge against the rollers of 
the pasta machine. Both colors should be touching the rollers. Run the clay through the 
largest setting of the machine. Repeat this step 25-30 more times until a gradient blend 
appears. It’s critical that after folding the clay, both colors always touch the rollers. 
Missing this step will blend the clay into a solid, lighter shade of green.  
 
Tip: Another way to check that you are correctly folding the clay before rolling is that the 
out edges of both halves, when folded will always match up with the same color: white-to 
white, and green-to-green.  
 
Note: On some machines, the clay will come out wider than when it went in. This is from 
being compressed during rolling. Simple fold the sheet and slightly scrunch it together to 
reduce the width, making it the right size to be placed back over the rollers.  
 
Step 6. Now it’s time to stretch the gradient sheet. It will easier to work with a short-wide 
cane rather than a longer-narrower one. Create this by trimming the uneven sides of the 
sheet. Cut the sheet in half lengthwise and stack one half over the other to create a 
sheet of double thickness.  
 
Step 7. Roll this sheet lengthwise through the largest setting of the pasta machine. 
Repeat running through the pasta machine, setting the rollers to the next smaller width 
with each pass until you have rolled the sheet through the fifth largest setting. Some 
brands of clay are stickier than others and may need to be feed out a little at a time while 
holding the end of the strip vertically over the pasta machine. Do not let the clay sit 
against the back rollers guards when cranking as it will stick and tear.  
 
Step 8. Cut a straight edge at the end of the white section of the elongated clay strip. 
Roll the clay – jellyroll style – along the entire length.   
 
Tip: To make starting the roll easier, make a thin snake of white clay and place at the 
edge of the strip to make it easier to start the rolling process.  
 
Step 9. At the opposite end trim a straight edge at the end of the green clay.  
If a hole appears in the center, gently squeeze while rotating the clay starting in the 
middle and then working out towards the ends until the clay is compacted.   
 
Sources  
 
Lisa Pavelka – Products and Contact information 
www.lisapavelka.com 
 
ParaWire 
www.parawire.com  
 

 


